Call For Applications

IM Division Junior Faculty Consortium 2014

APPLICATION DEADLINE: April 15, 2014

The International Management (IM) Division will conduct a Junior Faculty Consortium on Saturday, August 2nd from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at the 2014 Academy of Management Annual Meeting in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Did you defend your dissertation in the last few years? Are you thinking about how to publish, get tenure, and make a mark in the field of International Management research? Then this consortium is for you.

First of all, congratulations on defending successfully your dissertation. That is a major achievement. As you likely have heard, to succeed in this business it is important to publish and a number of distinguished scholars will be at hand to help you with that task for the day-long duration of this consortium.

The focus of this year’s consortium will be on three things: publishing, publishing, and publishing! A first scholarly panel will address how to increase in general your likelihood of getting published focusing in particular on international business research outlets. A second scholarly panel will focus on how to write good theory, a key component to getting your research published. A third scholarly panel will address ways in which the methods you use can help uplift your manuscript and open more doors for you. Finally, you will get the chance to meet with the editors representing the leading journals in the field as they will present to you their journals and editorial policies.

You will also each get a chance to have a one on one conversations with one of the faculty participating in the consortium, get feedback on your own research and ask them about issues that are unique to your own situation and country, as promotion and tenure rules vary dramatically across the countries from which our members come from.

Preliminary Panelists List:
Tailan Chi, U. of Kansas
Lorraine Eden, Texas A&M U.
Anil Gupta, U. of Maryland
Anna Lamin, Northeastern U.
Dan Li, Indiana U.
Rose Luo, INSEAD
Marjorie Lyles, Indiana U.
Ravi Ramamurti, Northeastern U.
Elizabeth Rose, U. of Otago
Mari Sakakibara, U. of California-Los Angeles
Steve Tallman, U. of Richmond
Margarethe Wiersema, U. of California-Irvine

It is all good news with one caveat: We are limited in our physical space so acceptance in this consortium is by application only. Please share this with your colleagues. To apply, send the following to Aya Chacar at chacara@fiu.edu.

Applications must include:
(1) a nomination letter from your Department Head or Dean, (2) a one page description of your research interests (research questions, relevant literature, primary methodological approaches used), and (3) a CV that includes full contact information (five-page maximum).

The deadline for applications is April 15, 2014.